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My New iPad: A User's Guide (3rd Edition) (My New... (No Starch Press))No Starch Press, 2012

	
	
		There’s an old story about blind men examining
	
		an elephant. Based on what they feel, each
	
		man concludes that the elephant is something
	
		completely different—one man believes the
	
		elephant is a tree, another man a snake, the
	
		third a wall. When you first share your iPad with
	
		your family and...
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The Art of Computer Programming. Vol 1: Fundamental Algorithms. 2nd Printing.Addison Wesley, 1969
 Fundamental Algorithms begins with mathematical preliminaries. The first section offers a good grounding in a variety of useful mathematical tools: proof techniques, combinatorics, and elementary number theory. Knuth then details the MIX processor, a virtual machine architecture that serves as the programming target for subsequent...
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Complementary Medicine For Dummies (Lifestyles Paperback)For Dummies, 2007
A comprehensive guide to what’s what and what works in complementary medicine, this expert guide cuts through the jargon and gives you the facts about the alternatives. Whether you are interested in maintaining your general well-being or relieving the symptoms of a specific complaint, this book outlines all of the therapies available to...
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Computers and Games: 7th International Conference, CG 2010, Kanazawa, JapanSpringer, 2011

	This book contains the papers of the 7th Computer and Games Conference
	(CG 2010) held in Kanazawa, Japan. The conference took place during
	September 24–26, 2010 in conjunction with the 15th Computer Olympiad and
	the 17th World Computer Chess Championship.


	The Computer and Games conference series is a major international...
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Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Premiere Pro in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2004
Sams Teach Yourself Adobe Premiere in 24 Hours offers practical advice from an author with a strong writing background, solid teaching experience, and extensive television production credentials -- TV anchor, reporter, photographer, and editor plus recipient of a regional Emmy award and two Society of Professional Journalists 1st place awards....
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Essential C# 4.0 (3rd Edition) (Microsoft .NET Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2010

	Essential C# 4.0 is a well-organized,“no-fluff” guide to all versions of C# for programmers at all levels of C# experience. This fully updated edition shows how to make the most of C# 4.0’s new features and programming patterns to write code that is simple, yet powerful.

...
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eZ Publish 4: Enterprise Web Sites Step-by-StepPackt Publishing, 2009
eZ Publish provides developers with a structure to build highly impressive applications and then quickly deploy them into a live environment. eZ Publish is complex, with a steep learning curve, but with the right direction it offers great flexibility and power. What makes eZ Publish special is not the long list of features, but what's going on...
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Systems Reliability and Failure Prevention (Artech House Technology Management Library)Artech House Publishers, 2003
The primary aim of system reliability is the prevention of failures that affect the operational capability of a system. The probability of such failures can be reduced by the following:

• Conservative design—such as ample margins, use of parts and materials with established operating experience, and observing environmental...
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Python Programming: The Ultimate Beginners Guide to Learn Python Machine Learning Step-by-StepIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Are you brand new to machine learning and Python?Do you want to learn good coding techniques quickly and easily?Then Python Programming is the book for you!Python is one of the best platforms for those new to programming to begin with. The book will introduce you to the basic concepts of Machine Learning, Python programming...
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CCNP: Building Cisco Multilayer Switched Networks Study Guide (642-811)Sybex, 2003
Here’s the book you need to prepare for Cisco’s Building Cisco Multilayer  Switched Networks (BCMSN) exam, 642-811. This Study Guide provides:

	In-depth coverage of key exam topics  
	Practical information on designing and implementing multilayer switched  networks  
	Hundreds of...
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Smallholder Tree Growing for Rural Development and Environmental Services: Lessons from Asia (Advances in Agroforestry)Springer, 2008

	Recent history reveals that both the large-scale reforestation projects of the 20th century have often been less successful than anticipated, and that tree growing by smallholders as an alternative means to combat deforestation and promote sustainable land use has received relatively little attention from the scientific and...
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Data Structures and Abstractions with Java (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Look around and you will see ways that people organize things. When you stopped at the store

	this morning, you went to the back of a line to wait for the cashier. The line organized people

	chronologically. The first person in the line was the first to be served and to leave the line.

	Eventually, you reached the front of the line and...
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